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Abstract
This paper proposes a new methodology to improve 
robustness of recognition performance to aggregate of noises 
by two-dimensional visualization technique. At first, an 
aggregate of noises existing in adverse environments are 
collected as much as possible. Then, hidden Markov model 
(HMM) for each collected noise is trained. Aggregate of the 
trained HMMs are visualized into two-dimensional map by the 
statistical multidimensional scaling technique named as 
COSMOS method. The noises corresponding to the HMMs 
located in periphery of the map are overlaid to clean speech 
used for training HMMs of acoustic models. It is revealed that 
this new methodology significantly reduces recognition error 
rate by around 60% to non-stationary noises overlaid in the 
voice interval of word.

1. Introduction
It is often complained that an automatic speech recognition 
(ASR) system performs poorly in adverse environments. One 
of the reasons is caused by unexpectedly existing noises. This 
paper proposes a new methodology to improve robustness of 
recognition performance to aggregate of noises. At first, an 
aggregate of noises existing in adverse environments are 
collected. Then, hidden Markov model (HMM) for each 
collected noise is trained. Aggregate of the trained noise 
models are visualized into two-dimensional map by the 
statistical multidimensional scaling technique named as 
COSMOS method [1] [2]. The noises corresponding to the 
HMMs located in the periphery of the two-dimensional map 
are overlaid to clean speech used for training HMMs of 
acoustic models. It is revealed that this proposed methodology 
significantly reduces recognition error rate by around 60% to 
non-stationary noises overlaid in voice intervals of words.

The section 2 reviews the COSMOS method briefly. The 
section 3 proposes new methodology in terms of how to select 
the overlaid noise corpora onto clean speech corpora, with 
giving some simulation results and discussions. The 
conclusion is in section 4.

2. COSMOS method 
This section describes the COSMOS method which was 
proposed as one of the statistical multidimensional scaling 
techniques by the authors.  

2.1. Formulation 

N  information data within L  dimensional space are 
denoted as ),,1)(( NiiP . N  vectors (points) 

corresponding to the )(iP  one-to-one within )( LQ
dimensional space are designated as 

),,1()()()( 1 NiixixiZ T
Q  in the 

orthogonal coordinates system. The random numbers are 
provided as initial values for ),,1()( Qqixq . The 

mutual distance between )(iP  and )( jP  within

dimensional space is denoted as ),( jiD . Coordinates for 

N  vectors (points) for the m  th iteration of the nonlinear 
mapping from L  dimensional space to Q  dimensional 
space is represented as 

),,1()()()( ,1, NiixixiZ T
Qmmm .

The Euclidean distance ),(~ jiDm  for )(iZ m  and 

)( jZ m  on the m th repetition of the nonlinear mapping 

onto Q  dimensional space is defined in the following 
equation.
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Local mapping error value  )(iEm  of multidimensional 

vector i  at m  th iteration of the nonlinear mapping is 
defined as a normalized distance between the mutual distance 

),( jiD   and the Euclidean distances  ),(~ jiDm  and 
denoted as formula (2) and (3).
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Global mapping error value mE   to be minimized is 
defined as a summation of the local mapping error value 

)(iEm  and denoted as formula (4).
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Coordinates of  )(1 iZ m  and  )(1 jZ m  for the 1m
th repetition of the nonlinear mapping are iteratively 
calculated by the Sammon method [3].  

In general, a whole acoustic model for the ASR system is 
an aggregation consisting of multiple acoustic unit models 
corresponding to acoustic units such as phonemes and tri-
phones designed in the ASR system. Accordingly, the mutual 
distance ),( jiD  between whole acoustic model i  and 

whole acoustic model j  is defined in the following;
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Here, ),,( kjid  denotes a mutual distance between 

acoustic unit model k  within the whole acoustic model i  and 
acoustic unit model k  within the whole acoustic model j .

)(kw  represents weight value such as an occurrence 

frequency for the acoustic unit model k . K  indicates total 
number of acoustic unit model in the whole acoustic model.

The Euclidian distance of mean vectors normalized by 
product of standard deviation values is adopted as 

),,( kjid  in this paper. Assuming all acoustic unit models 
are modeled as HMM having single Gaussian distribution of 
the same structure and share common topologies with one-on-
one state alignment among respective whole acoustic models, 

),,( kjid  can be defined using formula (6).
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)(kS  represents the number of states for acoustic unit 

model k . L  stands for the number of dimension of acoustic 

feature parameters. ),,,( lski  and 2),,,( lski
respectively denotes mean and variance for the single 
Gaussian distribution of whole acoustic model i , acoustic unit 
model k , state s  and dimension l .

The resulting visualized map itself is called COSMOS 
map, while the proposed mapping method is referred to as 
COSMOS method. Respective whole acoustic model 
projected onto the COSMOS map is called STAR.

In the following, the acoustic parameters consist of 10 
MFCCs, 10 delta-MFCCs, and 1 delta-log power. Therefore, 
L  equals 21. Sampling frequency is 11.025kHz. Basically, a 
combination of noise cancellation by continuous spectral 
subtraction (CSS) and equalization by cepstrum mean 
normalization independently processed in voice frames and 
non-voice frames, driven by frame-synchronous voice activity 
detection (E-CMN) is applied in the following. It was 
demonstrated that a combination of the CSS and the E-CMN 
outperforms the conventional PMC approach [4].  

Furthermore, we assume that the dimension of the 
COSMOS map is two, that is, 2Q .

2.2. Speaker/speaking style COSMOS map 

Two Japanese males uttered a list of 5240 words taken from 
the phoneme balanced word set (called ATR5240 in Japan). 
This corpus is used for a seed acoustic model (Seed-model) 
for re-training. 533 Japanese males uttered lists of 175 words 
taken from ATR5240 in several speaking styles indicated in 
Table 1. The speech data is overlaid with background noise 
recorded at an exhibition hall at SNR of 20 dB.

Speaker/speaking style-dependent acoustic models (SD-
models) are retrained using the EM algorithm based on the 
Seed-model. Figure 1 shows the COSMOS map where the 
SD-models are mapped by using the COSMOS method. In 
this situation, )(kw  in formula (5) represents occurrence 

frequency of the diphone k  in the training data. Respective 
STAR symbols correspond to Table 1.  

Table 1: Speaking style 

Speaking 
style 

Instructions provided for 
recording STAR 

normal Read utterance list at normal 
speed of conversation. ×

fast Read utterance list at faster than 
normal speed of speech. 

high Read utterance list at higher than 
normal tone of speech. 

whisper
Read utterance list at a level not 

to be overheard by near-by 
persons.

loud
Read utterance list at a level to be 

heard by persons at some 
distance. 

Lombard Read utterance list hearing car 
noise played through headphone. 

syllable 
enhanced

Read utterance list by enhancing 
the Japanese syllables. 

Figure 1: Speaker/speaking style COSMOS map. 

2.3. Existence of radiated axes 

Figure 1 indicates that the STARs of “whisper” are located at 
the opposite side of the STARs of “loud” and “Lombard”, 
whereas the STARs of "syllable enhanced" are plotted at the 
opposite side of the STARs of "fast" and "high".  Previous 



work of the same authors [5] suggested that the COSMOS 
map is composed of countless radiated axes of acoustic 
feature continuity, as indicated in Figure 2 (a).  

                    (a)                                                (b) 

Figure 2: (a) Radiated axes of acoustic feature 
continuity, (b) Periphery of the COSMOS map.

2.4. Periphery of the COSMOS map 

We also found that the speech corpora that contribute to 
improve the speech recognition performance are located at a 
periphery of the COSMOS map [6]. The speaker-independent 
acoustic model trained from aggregate of speech corpus 
corresponding to  STARs residing at the periphery of the 
COSMOS map, as shown in Figure 2 (b), performs almost 
equivalently to the speaker-independent acoustic model 
trained from aggregate of speech corpus corresponding to 
both  STARs and  STARs in the same COSMOS map.  It 
means that the periphery of the COSMOS map represents the 
periphery of the hyper space of multidimensional acoustic 
feature. It was also suggested that the speakers with lower 
recognition performance are often located at the periphery of 
the COSMOS map [1] [2]. It seems significant to pay 
attention to the periphery of the COSMOS map to evaluate 
lower boundary of the recognition performance.  

3. Selection methodology of overlaid noise 
corpora to clean speech 

It is widely adopted that noise is overlaid to clean speech that 
are used to train HMMs of acoustic models. We have been 
using an exhibition hall noise as the overlaid noise. However, 
there is no guarantee in that the exhibition hall noise is the 
best selection as the overlaid noise for adverse environments. 
The objective of this paper is to propose a new methodology 
to select the best set of noise corpora as the overlaid noise.

3.1. Speech COSMOS map 

Speech corpus of 100 males and 100 females who uttered 
1000 Japanese city names was recorded. The speaker-
dependent acoustic models are trained and fed to create the 
COSMOS map (speech COSMOS map). The ring-shaped 
peripheries of the speech COSMOS maps for male and female 
are divided into 8 equal zones, as shown in Figure 3, where 
centroid STAR (speaker) in each divided zone is selected as 
speaker for evaluation.  

3.2. Noise COSMOS map 

We collected 2000 kinds of various noise corpora. HMM is 
trained for each noise. Then, all noise HMMs are fed to 
generate the COSMOS map (noise COSMOS map) as shown 
in Figure 4, where there is a tendency that stationary noises 

and non-stationary noises are located in central and peripheral 
area respectively.  

Figure 3: Speech COSMOS map.

Figure 4: Noise COSMOS map.

Figure 5: Dividing the periphery of the noise 
COSMOS map.

Neglecting the set of scattered STARs in the outer region of 
Figure 4, we get the noise COSMOS map in Figure 5. The 
ring-shaped periphery of the noise COSMOS map is divided 
into 8 equal zones, 4 zones for training and other 4 zones for 
evaluation. All noise data contained in the same zone for 
training are concatenated and used as one noise source to be 
overlaid with clean speech to prepare training data for 
acoustic model creation. One centroid noise in each zone for 
evaluation is selected as a representative noise in the zone for 
evaluation and is used as noise source to be overlaid with 
clean speech for recognition performance evaluation.  A ring 
bell sound for bicycle, a melody sound for mobile phone, a 
sound of cutting adhesive tape and a shutter sound of camera 
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are the centroid noises in zone EV_1_2, EV_2_3, EV_3_4 
and EV_4_1 respectively.  

3.3. Simulation setup 

Here, we should recall the significance of the periphery of the 
COSMOS map, mentioned in section 2.4. If we want to 
evaluate the lower boundary of the recognition performance 
in adverse environments, it seems reasonable to evaluate the 
recognition performance of the speech corpora located in the 
periphery of the speech COSMOS map to the noise which are 
located in the periphery of the noise COSMOS map.  

All speech corpora of speakers except the selected 
speakers for evaluation (mentioned in section 3.1) are used to 
train speaker-independent acoustic model with noise source 
(mentioned in section 3.2) are overlaid at SNR 20dB and 0dB. 
Totally, seven noise-overlaid acoustic models are generated 
from the speaker-independent acoustic model used as an 
initial model as follows;  

1) four acoustic models (denoted as 'TR_a_b') overlaid by 
two noise sources corresponding to two adjacent zones 
('TR_a' and 'TR_b') for training (described in section 3.2) 

2) one acoustic model (denoted as 'Peri.') overlaid by the 
noise source which is a concatenation of all noise corpus, 
except noises selected for evaluation, contained in the ring-
shaped periphery in the noise COSMOS map 

3) one acoustic model (denoted as 'All') overlaid by all 
noise corpora contained in the noise COSMOS map 

4) one acoustic model (denoted as 'Base') overlaid by the 
exhibition hall noise which we used conventionally 

On the other hand, all speech corpora of selected speakers 
for evaluation are overlaid by the centroid noise data in each 
zone for evaluation at SNR 20dB and 0dB so that they reside 
within voice interval of each Japanese city name.  

3.4. Simulation results 

Table 2 and 3 compare word accuracies for 1000 Japanese 
city names recognition by seven kinds of acoustic models 
described above in case that SNRs match between the 
generated acoustic models and the evaluation data at SNR 
20dB and 0dB, respectively.  

Table 2: Word accuracies (%) of 1000 Japanese city 
names recognition task at SNR 20dB. 

EV_ Base TR_
1_2

TR_
2_3

TR_
3_4

TR_
4_1 Peri. All 

1_2 59.4 87.3 83.1 81.1 86.1 85.2 80.1 
2_3 55.9 89.8 87.9 85.4 88.0 88.7 85.4 
3_4 65.3 83.1 84.2 87.2 87.1 86.1 86.9 
4_1 46.6 70.6 73.8 77.7 78.3 76.2 74.7 
Ave. 56.8 82.7 82.3 82.9 84.9 84.1 81.8 

Table 3: Word accuracies (%) of 1000 Japanese city 
names recognition task at SNR 0dB. 

EV_ Base TR_
1_2

TR_
2_3

TR_
3_4

TR_
4_1 Peri. All 

1_2 6.6 50.9 39.4 38.1 49.9 44.8 18.9 
2_3 1.4 63.9 62.7 64.8 64.1 63.9 46.7 
3_4 8.0 44.4 51.1 59.9 53.3 52.4 49.3 
4_1 2.8 38.3 40.3 52.8 50.3 45.1 38.4 
Ave. 4.7 49.4 48.4 53.9 54.4 51.6 38.3 

We are able to notice several interesting observations. 
1) The acoustic models 'TR_1_2', 'TR_2_3', 'TR_3_4' and 
'TR_4_1' significantly outperform the acoustic model 'Base'. 
We get about 60-70% and 50-60% reduction of word error 
rates at SNR 20dB and 0dB respectively. It seems that using 
noise source containing the noises in the periphery of the 
noise COSMOS map as the overlaid noises is promising.
2) There is a tendency that the acoustic model 'TR_a_b' 
performs efficiently to the evaluation data 'EV_a_b'. It seems 
that the adjacent zones in the noise COSMOS map contain 
close noise corpora each other.  
3) The acoustic model 'Peri.' performs equivalently as an 
average of four acoustic models 'TR_a_b'. If a memory 
capacity does not enable to implement all of 'TR_a_b', 
implementing the acoustic model 'Peri.' is a good choice.  
4) The acoustic models 'TR_a_b' and 'Peri.' outperform the 
acoustic model 'All'. Overlaying all kinds of noise into one 
acoustic model is not necessarily good. However, it is much 
better than the acoustic model 'Base'.  

4. Conclusions
This paper proposed the new method to improve robustness of 
recognition performance to aggregate of adverse noises. It 
was demonstrated that the proposed method significantly 
reduces recognition error rate to non-stationary noises 
overlaid in the voice interval of word. One of further works to 
do will be to develop PC software tool which supports the 
proposed methodology. We will collect more noise corpora to 
make complete the noise COSMOS map. Then, we will be 
able to design the best acoustic models for any target ASR 
systems in real adverse environments.  
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